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ABSTRACT
 
This Study had a dual purpose: To develop an objective
 
assessment tool for determining the most relevant and
 
realistic modern physics topics, and, to obtain baseline
 
data on student conceptions about modern physics. A list of
 
free-response statements was created from the inputs of
 
forty-two high school physics teachers and two university
 
professors who constitute the Southern California Alliance
 
for Mentor Physics Instructors (SCAMPI). From this list, an
 
assessment tool was constructed based on the View of
 
Science-Technology-Science (VOSTS) approach developed by
 
Ryan and Aikenhead (1992) that utilized free-response,
 
Likert-like statements. Students were given the tool to
 
determine their understanding of modern physics as opposed
 
to their likes or dislikes. The students selected were first
 
year high school physics students from five different high
 
schools. Student responses were distributed into different
 
categories. Follow-up interviews were held with sixteen
 
students from four high schools. The written responses and
 
interviews revealed many seriouS misconceptions held by
 
students relative to modern physics. Possible sources of
 
these misconceptions are discussed and further research is
 
recommended.
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF AN INSTRUMENT TO AID IN FOCUSING ON MODERN
 
PHYSICS IN THE HIGH SCHOOL PHYSlCS CLASSROOM
 
The task of creating lessons in physics that address the
 
curriculum, such as modern physics, while being relevant and
 
interesting to students, presents a tremendous challenge to
 
the instructor (Dyfcstra et al., 1992). In the past, physics
 
instructors worked independently and used their intuition to
 
guide them (Interviews with forty physics mentors, 1993).
 
This approach varied in its effectiveness depending on the
 
individual's intuition, but it was not scientific. Clearly, a
 
need exists for the development of assessment tools that
 
evaluate students' perceptions, interests, and knowledge in
 
physics. While some investigators have developed evaluative
 
tools for mechanics (Hestenes, 1992), there appears to be a
 
need to produce one for modern physics. The purpose of this
 
project was to research the preconceptions of first-year
 
physics students relative to modern physics (i.e. relativity,
 
atomic physics, quantum mechanics, and particle physics) and
 
construct an objective instrument that evaluated these
 
preconceptions.
 
Construction of such an instrument posed several
 
problems: selecting a model, selecting the topics covered,
 
writing appropriate statements, and choosing methods for the
 
distribution and analysis of the instrument.
 
RATIONALE FOR CHOOSING VOSTS AS THE MODEL
 
Aikenhead et al. (1987), pointed out that several
 
standardized instruments exist to evaluate student
 
comprehension of science-related topics. However, these
 
instruments make a false assumption that students interpret
 
the instrument's statements in the same way as the
 
researchers. In other words, past instruments assumed no
 
ambiguity in the questions or statements.
 
Such an assumption has plagued science education
 
researchers (Aikenhead, 1972; Gardner, 1987; Lederman and
 
O'Malley, 1990). Research has indicated that ambiguity
 
diminished the validity of a study (Roid and Haladyna, 1981).
 
Consequently, to improve the validity of the study, the
 
researcher must eliminate as much ambiguity as possible.
 
The language used when constructing an evaluation
 
creates the ambiguity that researchers need to eliminate
 
(Lederman and O'Malley, 1990). Aikenhead (1988) investigated
 
four evaluative formats for their effectiveness in
 
eliminating the ambiguity of language. He found that Likert­
type responses yielded an ambiguity of eighty percent,
 
paragraph responses remained high at thirty-five to fifty
 
percent levels, structured interviews dropped down to five
 
percent, and empirically derived, multiple-choice responses
 
lowered ambiguity levels to fifteen to twenty percent.
 
structured interviews obviously outperform the others.
 
However, interviews lose effectiveness when dealing with
 
large numbers of subjects, in this case, the empirically
 
derived, multiple-choice format offers the best alternative.
 
Its speed of processing offsets its slightly higher
 
ambiguity.
 
information regarding ambiguity led to the development
 
of the VOSTS model (Ryan and Aikenhead, 1992). Ryan and
 
Aikenhead incorporated all four of the above techniques to
 
construct the 5-step VOSTS instrument.
 
THE VOSTS TECHNIQUE
 
The VOSTS evaluation technique utilizes a 5-step
 
approach in evaluating students. Each progressive step is
 
used to improve the reliability and eliminate ambiguity in a
 
survey.
 
The first step in the development of a VOSTS instrument
 
assembles a group of Likert-like statements (agree, disagree
 
or uncertain) modified to provide a paragraph response
 
section, in which the students explain their position. The
 
explanations are categorized to ensure coverage of all the
 
topics, then given to students to ascertain their responses.
 
The second step in the development of a VOSTS instrument
 
consists of the analysis and categorization of the student
 
paragraph responses in step 1. These categories of responses
 
produce a crude empirically developed multiple-choice
 
instrument.
 
step 3 parallels the first step, only the students
 
respond to categories of previous student responses.
 
However, it goes further by interviewing these students to
 
clarify any inconsistencies. The interviews provide data
 
that help produce a more refined multiple-choice instrument.
 
In the next step, the researcher conducts interviews
 
with a new group of students to evaluate the clarity of the
 
items. Once again, the instrument receives additional
 
modification to further clarify the items it contains.
 
The last step entails sending the instrument to a large
 
group of students. They respond by selecting multiple-

choice responses as they feel appropriate. Increased
 
validity of the instrument occurs as greater numbers of
 
responses continue to exhibit patterns of thinking by
 
students.
 
MODIFICATIONS TO THE VOSTS INSTRUMENT
 
The instrument developed in this study (which shall be
 
referred to as Views about Modern Physics or VAMP henceforth)
 
followed the first two steps of the Views on Science­
Technology-Science, VOSTS, format developed by Aikenhead and
 
Ryan (1992). Although the final three steps of VOSTS are
 
very important to that technique, the scope of this project
 
was limited to the development of a preliminary assessment
 
instrument, not a final assessment. Further research must
 
follow that utilizes the remaining steps of the VOSTS
 
technique, before the assessment reaches its final state.
 
Two Other significant differences exist between the
 
VOSTS and VAMP instruments, VOSTS Serves to evaluate
 
epistemological views and attitudes of students toward
 
science in general (Duffee & Aikenhead, 1992; Ryan and
 
Aikenhead, 1992), whereas VAMP, presented here, attempts to
 
evaluate students' preconceptions and knowledge relative to a
 
specific curriculum. Modern Physics. Also, the selection of
 
the initial set of statements and how they were categorized
 
differed.
 
In the latter case, much of the difference between the
 
two result from the nature of what each assesses. Since
 
VOSTS evaluates the views of students toward the role of
 
science and technology with regard to society, the questions
 
come from current events and literature (Aikenhead, 1992).
 
VAMP possesses a much more technical and specific slant,
 
since its purpose is to establish a better curriculum for
 
modern physics.
 
BUILDING THE VAMP
 
VAMP statements resulted from interviews and
 
consultation with forty-four expert instructors in the field
 
of modern physics. Each instructor was surveyed for what
 
they thought were the ten most important topics taught in a
 
modern physics curriculum. Their responses were tabulated
 
and sorted into forty categories that spanned the topics of
 
relativity, quantum mechanics, and particle physics.
 
Assessment statements were formulated for categories
 
that received more than one response, all of the categories
 
that pertained to the three aforementioned topics, and
 
categories that were deemed significant upon further
 
discussion. Several categories did not produce statements,
 
because the consensus of the instructors viewed them as less
 
valuable or not applicable for the high school curriculum.
 
The assessment statements took the form of direct
 
physical (content specific) or situation statements (applied
 
content). A direct physical statement was one in which the
 
student demonstrated their perception of physical realities
 
or the laws that govern them. An example of a physical
 
statement is: "The nucleus of an atom is stable when the
 
number of neutrons equals the number of protons for small
 
atoms, but unstable for large atoms." These types of
 
statements revealed the basic knowledge of the students
 
relative to the topic.
 
Situation statements presented a scenario of events that
 
transpire in the world and evaluated how well the students
 
applied their knowledge of modern physics to explain events
 
in the world around them. An example of a "situation"
 
statement is: "Quantization only exists in a microscopic
 
world. It is never seen in our world." For this particular
 
example, a student would have to understand the concept of
 
quantization arid find an example in the madroscopic world.
 
Incorporating both formats enhanced assessment of
 
student understanding of physical concepts and their ability
 
to apply their knowledge to solve real world problems.
 
Producing such statements proved formidable (and I'm not
 
using the French cognate of this word). Many of the
 
statements were obtained from Jewett and Wanes (1993) in
 
their lecture notes from the Summer Modern Physics institute
 
known as SCAMPI (Southern California Alliance of Mentor
 
Physics Instructbrs). Other statements were compiled by the
 
author. In both instances, the statements were reviewed by
 
an informal panel of physicists and physics teachers. The
 
comments were discussed and incorporated once no dissension
 
existed among the panel. Using the modified statements from
 
the panel, a final draft (VAMP I) of forty statements was
 
produced that was presented to students.
 
VAMP I
 
VAMP I was designed to narrow the range of survey topics
 
from forty to twelve. Rim and Fontana high schools were
 
selected to implement VAMP I based on their racial and
 
socioeconomic demographics. Rim represented a population of
 
largely affluent, Caucasian students. Fontana was largely a
 
mixture of Hispanic, Afro-American and Caucasian students
 
from lower-middle class backgrounds.
 
Physics teachers at each school administered VAMP I to
 
first year physics students; then, instructed them to select
 
among the agree, disagree, and uncertain boxes for each of
 
the forty statements.
 
From there, twelve of forty statements were chosen on
 
the basis of the quantity of incorrect responses and common
 
themes among the statements. These twelve statements were
 
compiled into a second instrument called VAMP II.
 
VAMP II
 
The twelve statement instrument, VAMP II, was similar in
 
format to VAMP I, only in this case the students surveyed
 
would write explanations for their choices.
 
A cluster sampling method (McMillan and Schumacher,
 
1989) was employed to choose four hundred students enrolled
 
in physics classes from six high schools in San Bernardino
 
and Riverside counties. These students were divided into
 
four groups and each student responded to three of the twelve
 
statements. Taking into account the groups being queried and
 
the number of schools involved in the project, sample sizes
 
of one-hundred responses per statement were thought to
 
achieve "theoretical saturation" (Glaser and Strauss, 1967).
 
That is, the samples were of sufficient size such that the
 
student responses for each category had repeated enough to
 
give the researcher empirical confidence that no new
 
responses would be generated. For this study, after
 
evaluating 100 student opinions the researcher felt confident
 
that no new opinions would be expressed.
 
Physics teachers at each school administered the
 
instrument to first-year physics students. This time,
 
however, the students answered only three statements since
 
they had to explain their selections in writing. The written
 
responses for each statement were evaluated and grouped.
 
Each group of responses that held a common idea or conception
 
was summarized and reworded.
 
To help eliminate ambiguity, sixteen follow-up
 
interviews were conducted, deemed VAMP III. Careful
 
consideration was given to how these students responded to
 
the statements without the author clarifying the statement
 
and how they responded after the author clarified the
 
statement. The fbllow-up interviews revealed important
 
distinctions in student comprehension. In some cases,
 
students had originally responded incorrectly to the
 
statement, because they misunderstood the intent of the
 
statement, or because the author misinterpreted their
 
intended response. These interviews helped refine the
 
wording of the themes of student responses to each statement.
 
RESULTS OF THE STUDY
 
VAMP I suggested findings that students appear to know
 
little about the world in which they live. Only 17 out of 40
 
statements had more correct responses than incorrect ones
 
(See Appendix A for VAMP I results). Since their choices
 
were agree, disagree, or uncertain, they did no better than
 
they would have by blindly guessing. In fact, for many
 
statements the vast majority of student^ chose incorrectly.
 
Students showed better awareness of relativistic physics
 
principles than atomic, quantum mechanics, or particle
 
physics principles. Even so, the relativistic principles of
 
simultaneity (statement 2 in VAMP I), time dilation
 
(statement 3 in VAMP I), Doppler shift (statement 4 in VAMP
 
I), and general relativity (statement 9 in VAMP I) remain
 
widely misunderstood. These statements had ratios of correct
 
to incorrect responses of approximately 1 to 3, 1 to 12, 2 to
 
5, and 1 to 3, respectively.
 
One might expect first-year physics students to have
 
misconceptions pertaining to relativity/ due to their living
 
in a Newtonian world and never having taken a physics course.
 
However, ninety-two percent of the students surveyed had
 
taken a chemistry course, wherein, they ought to have learned
 
something about the structure of the atom. The results from
 
VAMP I suggest either students are not retaining the
 
knowledge taught about atomic structure, not taught the
 
structure of the atom, or mistaught atomic structure.
 
Eighty-two percent of the students polled thought a
 
picture of the Bohr atom accurately portrayed the actual
 
structure of an atom. Over seventy-one percent believed that
 
electrons and protons are the fundamental building blocks of
 
all matter, and seventy percent did not know what makes
 
atomic nuclei stable.
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since these misunderstandings were surprising, the
 
follow-up instrument, VAMP II, consisted of twelve statements
 
pertaining to atomic physics, quantum mechanics, and particle
 
physics. These statements were selected on the basis of
 
profound misunderstanding. That is, statements for which the
 
overwhelming majority of the students chose incorrectly. By
 
having the students respond in writing to the statements we
 
can ascertain where their reasoning went askew, and get
 
insight as to how they came to such a conclusion.
 
Furthermore, responding in essay form forces the students to
 
reason in answering the statements. Thereby, eliminating
 
answers that seem right, but had incorrect reasoning.
 
RESULTS OF VAMP II
 
Student written responses shed light on why and how they
 
got their ideas about these modern physics topics (see
 
Appendix B for the overall results). As compared to the
 
agree/disagree/uncertain responses, fewer students were able
 
to give correct responses. This makes sense seeing that a
 
student may correctly agree or disagree with a statement for
 
the wrong reasons. When one only looks at agree or disagree,
 
one neglects to assess this aspect of the student's
 
understanding.
 
Another result was that many students did not read or
 
interpret several of the statements as anticipated. This
 
confirmed the conclusions made by Lederman and O'Malley
 
(1990) that every effort must be made to eliminate ambiguity
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 in the questioning, and by Aikenhead and Ryan (1992) that
 
instructors or researchers write questions or statements that
 
are meaningful to them, but unclear to students­
eonsequently, several statements had compromised data because
 
many responses demonstrated that the students interpreted the
 
statements differently than was intended. This compromised
 
data would be refined and improved in the follow-up
 
interviews as part of VAMP III.
 
Despite the potential pitfalls of ambiguous questioning,
 
the written responses offered many intriguing results. A
 
brief discussion Of each statement and its corresponding
 
responses follows.
 
Statement 1; The picture shown below is that of an atom.
 
/ 'f'-C#'':' V
 
\..P
 
The intent of this statement was to differentiate among
 
various models of the atom and to see which of the models
 
were known to the students. The best response would have
 
included discussion of electron clouds or regions of most
 
probable location, and orbitals.
 
When presented with a picture of an atom that showed
 
electrons orbiting the nucleus of an atom as planets orbit
 
the sun/ fifty-nine students felt that the picture was
 
accurate, twenty-six disagreed, and twelve were uncertain.
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Of those who agreed forty-nine stated that electrons orbit
 
the nucleus, eight agreed because they had seen the picture
 
somewhere before, and two claimed to have been taught this in
 
a science class.
 
The students who disagreed demonstrated a fairly
 
accurate understanding of the modern concept of atomic
 
structure. Twenty disagreed because they understood the
 
current model to have an electron cloud surrounding the
 
nucleus, four felt it Was incorrect because no orbitals were
 
shown, two stated that electrons do not move in fixed paths.
 
The uncertain students fell into two equal categories:
 
those who did not know and those who had never been taught
 
what an atom looks like.
 
Statement 2: The nucleus of an atom is stable when the
 
number of neutrons equals the number of protons for small
 
atoms, but unstable for large atoms.
 
This statement attempted to ascertain what students
 
understood with regard to how the ratio of neutrons to
 
protons in the nucleus of an atom affect the stability of the
 
nucleus. The optimal response would include discussion of
 
neutron to proton ratios for small and large atoms, the fact
 
that larger atoms have more neutrons than protons when
 
stable, and the energy levels for neutrons and protons differ
 
slightly.
 
In this instance more students expressed uncertainty
 
over agreement or disagreement. The largest single comment
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had thirty-three students responding "I don't know," with no
 
further explanation. Of the remaining uncertain students,
 
three stated they did not know how the ratio of neutrons to
 
protons affected nuclear stability and another three
 
indicated they had never been taught this concept. In the
 
former case, they at least indicated that they understood
 
that the ratio of protons to neutrons affects nuclear
 
stability. Hopefully the thirty-three who merely responded
 
"I don't know", meant to say this but could not articulate
 
the concept properly. Interviews helped to Clarify the
 
actual positions of these students.
 
The second highest category had students disagreeing
 
with the statement for a variety pf reasons. Fifteen stated
 
that nuclear size does hot affect stability, eleven thought a
 
nucleus must have an equal number of protons and electrons,
 
ten felt that the number of neutrons and protons must be
 
equal for nuclear stability, seven stated that the number of
 
neutrons does not affect nuclear stability, three felt that
 
all nuclei are stable unless artificially produced, and two
 
left no explanation.
 
Almost no one agreed with this statement and only three
 
came close to giving a correct explanation. The three who
 
responded most correctly said that stability depends on the
 
neutron to proton ratio. Two stated that it "sounds right",
 
and the last three left ho explanation.
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statement 3; For electrons to have angular momentum, they
 
must spin.
 
In this statenient students needed to differentiate
 
between quantum mechanical angular momentum and classical
 
angular momentum. They also needed to understand that
 
electron "spin" is somewhat of a misnomer. A good response
 
would discuss these differences and point out that quantum
 
mechanical angular momentum is completely different from
 
classical angular momentum.
 
again, xeigded predominant with twehty^twO
 
students stating they "don't know", eighteen saying they were
 
unfamiliar with the term angular momentum, nine claiming they
 
had never been taught about electron spin or angular
 
momeritum, and four who did not remember the relationship
 
between the angular momentum and electron spin.
 
The high number of students who disavowed knowledge of
 
angular momentum could be surprising in that angular momentum
 
is a classical cpncept. However, many high school teachers do
 
not teach rotatibhal physics and several high school texts do
 
not contain chapters on fotational physics. The texts
 
utilized by the instructors in this study included; Holt's
 
Physics (does not cover rotational physics), Merrill's
 
Physics; Principles and Problems (does not cover rotational
 
physicsV. Haber-Schaim's PSSC Physics (does not cover
 
rotational physics), Addison Wesley's Contemporary College
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Physics (includes rotational physics), and Addison Wesley's
 
Conceptual Physics (includes rotational physics). Perhaps
 
student unfamiliarity with angular momentum was not quite as
 
surprising as one might think at first glance.
 
Twenty students, who agreed with the statement, belieyed
 
that the electron's orbiting of the nucleus created its
 
angular momentum. Seyen thought that anything that spins has
 
angular momentum. Both of these indicate unfamiliarity with
 
current atomic theory. Four claimed that angular momentum is
 
caused by centripetal force. Two said that's why electrons
 
haye up and down spin, two argued that since they haye
 
energy, they must haye spin, and four gaye no explanation.
 
A few students disagreed with this statement, but no one
 
correctly discussed the relationship among angular momentum,
 
electron spin, and spin. Their explanations included:
 
electron spin and electron angular momentum haye nothing to
 
do with each other (fairly close); electrons moye in
 
different directions, therefore, they do not haye to spin;
 
electrons must moye but do not haye to spin, and electrons do
 
not moye in circular paths so they do not haye angular
 
momentum.
 
Statement 4: Quantization (discrete elements) only exists
 
in a microscopic world. It is neyer seen in our world.
 
This statement intended to emphasize the concept of the
 
quantum—a discrete or distinct step wherein no intermediate
 
position exists. Although quantum mechanics was coined in
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 the study of subatomic physics, quantization still exists in
 
the macroscopic world, is needs to be pointed out that
 
quantization does exist in the macroscopic worlds—stair steps
 
and money are examples.
 
In attemptinq to clarify the term "quantization" the
 
researcher made it more confusing by placing the phrase
 
"discrete elements" after it. Consequently, eighteen
 
students disagreed because they thought "elements" referred
 
to the elements of the periodic table. Students who were not
 
confused by the wording of the statement but still uncertain
 
responded that they simply did not know, were unfamiliar with
 
the term quantization, and stated that they had never been
 
taught about quantization.
 
Those in agreement with the statement, agreed for the
 
following reasons: discrete changes are always small
 
(eight), it seems right (six), and left no explanation (six).
 
Excluding the students who misinterpreted the statement,
 
as discussed earlier, students disagreed as follows: discrete
 
steps can be observed in either realm (eight), everything can
 
be seen with our current technology so nothing is micrbscopic
 
(six), the microscopic world exists in our world we just
 
cannot see it (four), and left no explanation (four)*
 
Only eight out of ninety-eight responded correctly.
 
That is, quantization can be observed in both the mactoscbpic
 
and microscopic realms. Few students understood what was
 
meant by the terms quantization or discrete element. A
 
. ■ u­
significant number of students indicated, through their
 
answers, that they did not understand either the statement or
 
the term microscopic. Follow-up interviews, revealed where
 
the students had difficulty responding and interpreting the
 
question.
 
Statement 5; Absolute zero is the temperature at which all
 
molecular motion ceases.
 
Several problems exist with the above statement. First,
 
absolute zero temperature means molecules are in their ground
 
state, molecules still possess energy. Second, all motion is
 
relative. For a molecule to cease moving would mean there is
 
an inertial reference frame. However, such a reference frame
 
would violate relativity. An acceptable student response
 
could include either of these explanations.
 
Thirty-two students correctly disagreed with this
 
statement, but none of them disagreed for the correct reason.
 
Seventeen disagreed stating the molecular motion would be
 
greatly reduced, but never completely stop. Nine confused
 
freezing with the cessation of molecular motion, stating that
 
everything freezes at different temperatures. Apparently,
 
they did not understand that molecular motion still continues
 
in solids. Two stated that molecular motion continues even
 
at temperatures below absolute zero, two reasoned that this
 
only applies for the Kelvin scale, and two others left no
 
explanation.
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Fifty agreed with this statement. Of these, thirty gave
 
responses that had their basis in classical theory. Twenty-

four of these related heat and/or temperature to the motion
 
of molecules. They reasoned that if all of the heat is
 
removed from the system, then no molecular motion would be
 
possible. Another six considered only ideal gases, stating
 
that at zero Kelvin, matter occupies zero volume and,
 
therefore, all motion must stop. Nine claimed that since
 
everything is frozen or solid, then no motion can be present.
 
Finally, eleven agreed, but left no explanation.
 
The uncertain students gave little to no explanation for
 
their uncertainty. Seventeen simply stated they did not
 
know, while two others stated temperature is not related to
 
motion.
 
Statement 6; No two particles can possess the same exact
 
quantum numbers.
 
This Statement refers to the Pauli exclusion principie.
 
Although it is true for many particles, certain particles,
 
such as bosons do not follow the Pauli exclusion principle.
 
The best student response would present this reasoning.
 
NO student correctly explained the statement. Thirty-

two disagreed, but none for the correct reason, sixteen
 
agreed, and fifty-one were uncertain.
 
Of those disagreeing, fifteen thought particles meant
 
elements, nine answered, but not this statement, four stated
 
that particles with equal energies must have the same quantum
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numbers, two felt by sheer probability that particles exists
 
somewhere in the universe with the seime quantum numbers, and
 
two left no explanation.
 
Eleven agreed and reiterated the statement. Two stated
 
that quantum number make atoms and atoms are the smallest
 
particles of all matter (it is uncertain what these students
 
were trying to say). Five left no explanation. Of those who
 
were uncertain eighteen did not know. Another thirty-three
 
expressed that they did not understand the term "quantum
 
number."
 
statement 7; Electrons and protons are the fundamental
 
building blocks of all matter.
 
Although electrons appear to be indivisible, protons and
 
neutrons are made up of Other particles called quarks.
 
Students needed to distinguish among these and identify
 
quarks as being fundamental building blocks to answer
 
correctly.
 
Students answered this statement with confidence. Only
 
sixteen students were uncertain, while sixty-four agreed and
 
twenty-five disagreed.
 
Six students actually disagreed for the right reason.
 
They stated that quarks and fermiohs are the fundamental
 
building blocks of all matter. However, the vast majority of
 
students had grave misconceptions.
 
On the Other hand, nineteen students disagreed for the
 
wrong reasons. Thirteen believed that atoms are the smallest
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building blocks of all matter, four left no explanation, and
 
two vaguely stated that smaller particles were needed to make
 
atoms.
 
Of the students who agreed, thirty-one students agreed
 
by reiterating the statement and twenty-three others left no
 
explanation (which may be equivalent to reiterating the
 
statement), six students agreed on the condition that
 
neutrons be included as building blocks, and two others
 
stated that they learned this in chemistry.
 
Students were uncertain for the following reasons:
 
eight did not understand the term fundamental, two did not
 
remember what builds matter, two were unsure that electrons
 
and protons are the only particles from which matter is
 
constructed, and two stated plainly that they did not know.
 
Statement 8: All of the following are composite particles:
 
protons, electrons, quarks, neutrons, pions.
 
In this case students needed to pick out quarks and
 
electrons as being particles that are elementary in nature.
 
That is, they are not made up of other particles, while
 
pions, protons, and neutrons are composed of other particles.
 
No one rendered a correct explanation and the student
 
responses varied greatly. More students were uncertain, than
 
agreed, or disagreed.
 
Unfamiliarity with the terminology or wording of the
 
statement was cited as the primary reason for students being
 
uncertain. Sixteen students wrote that they did not
 
understand the word "composite" and fifteen were unfamiliar
 
with the particles quarks and pions. Another nine simply did
 
not know and two have never studied atomic structure.
 
Students agreed with the statement for a variety of
 
reasons. Nine thought that all of these particles make up
 
Other particles, indicating that they did not understand the
 
term composite. Eight commented that other particles exist
 
that make up these particles. At least these students
 
understood the term composite. Two Claimed they learned this
 
in chemistry and thirteen left no explanation.
 
A few students came close to disagreeing for the correct
 
reason, but all answers fell short of the desired response.
 
Six identified protons and neutrons as being composite
 
particles, but failed to mention pions. Four showed a lack
 
of understanding of the word "composite" by writing "pions do
 
not make atoms." Six identified quarks and pions as being
 
composite particles. Two stated pions are not composite
 
particles. Four thought that protons, electrons and neutrons
 
were fundamental particles, showing an understanding early
 
twentieth century physics.
 
Statement 9; Energy is continuous, in other words, there is
 
no smallest amount by which the energy of an object can
 
increase.
 
This statement refers to the concept of the quantum. If
 
students comprehend quantum mechanics, they would realize
 
that finite energy transitions exist, however, these are so
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small that according to our perceptions the discrete
 
transitions are undetectable.
 
A majority of fifty-two students agreed with the
 
statement, while equal groups of twenty-four disagreed, and
 
Were uncertain.
 
Two students disagreed for the correct reasons, citing
 
quantum levels of energy as limiting the smallest amount by
 
which energy can transition. However, the other ninety-eight
 
showed a lack of comprehension.
 
Those agreeing did so for two reasons. Twenty-eight
 
stated that energy can always increase by any amount—no
 
smallest amount of energy exists. These students had a
 
classical understanding of energy, but must have been unaware
 
of modern physics. Fourteen students really did not answer
 
the statement, but made reference to kinetic energy,
 
potential energy, and how energy is transferred between these
 
two forms. Hopefully interviews will clarify how this
 
statement relates to the assessment. Ten other students
 
agreed, but gave no explanation for their choice.
 
The remaining students had difficulty understanding the
 
statement, regardless of whether they disagreed with it or
 
stated they were uncertain. Rationale for disagreeing with
 
the statement included; energy can decrease (eight), energy
 
cannot increase infinitely (six), and energy can "not exist"
 
(four). Six students disagreed, but left no explanation.
 
The students expressing uncertainty were divided into three
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categories; did not know (four), did not understand
 
(fourteen), and were never taught (six).
 
Statement 10: It is possible to know the exact position,
 
velocity and mass of any particle.
 
The Heisenberg Uncertainty Principle states that it is
 
impossible to know the exact momentum and position of any
 
particle at any point in time. The reason for this is that
 
in order to observe anything we must interact with it. To
 
observe its true position the process of observation would
 
alter a particle's momentum and vice versa.
 
Student responses varied tremendously for this
 
statement. Forty-two students disagreed, forty students
 
agreed, and twenty-one were uncertain.
 
It was encouraging that five students actually cited the
 
Heisenberg Uncertainty Principle and explained that the act
 
of observation changes either the momentum or position of an
 
object. However, not everyone disagreeing did so for the
 
correct reason.
 
Fourteen came fairly close stating that as soon as the
 
mass, velocity, and position of an object are determined, it
 
moves making the measurements obsolete or invalid. Although
 
the statement could be correct if the students meant that the
 
act of observation changes the motion of the object, it is
 
more likely that they referred to the continuing motion of
 
the object.
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other points of contehtion include: perfection is
 
impossible (seven), atoms are too small to be observed
 
(four), electrons move too fast (two), it is impossible to
 
determine the forces acting on the object (two), it is
 
impossible to measure the mass of a stationary object (two),
 
too many particles exist to measure them (two), position,
 
velocity, and mass ate relative to other objects (two), and
 
gave no explanation (two). Most of these do not address the
 
statement at hand or are vague (e.g. perfection is
 
impossible). Once again interviews with students should help
 
bring some light to the reasoning behind their responses.
 
Not all of the students disagreed. Thirty-two of the
 
students stated that if you have enough information, then you
 
can calculate these quantities. Four stated that if the
 
measurements are aGCurate enough, then it is possible to
 
determine the 0xact mass, velocity, and position of an
 
object. Both of these positions ignore that the aict of
 
observation influences or chainges what is being observed.
 
The remaining students who agreed included: two stated
 
that it is possible to determine the exact mass, velocity,
 
and position of an Object at absolute zero, and two others
 
felt that the number of electrons determine the exact mass,
 
velocity, and position of an object. Finally, the remaining
 
twerity-one students were uncertain and merely explained that
 
they did not know.
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statement 11; Protons and neutrons have energy levels
 
similar to those of an electron.
 
This statement is true. Although the amount of energy
 
needed to cause a neutron or proton to make an energy level
 
transition is much greater than an electron's, they do
 
possess energy level transitions that follow a format similar
 
to an electron's. In this case students could correctly
 
agree or disagree with the statement. If they agreed, they
 
needed to discuss how electrons, neutrons, and protons
 
transition between distinct energy levels. To correctly
 
disagree, students needed to point that out the magnitude of
 
the energy transitions are drastically different.
 
Students responded with a wide variety of answers.
 
Nineteen agreed with the statement, fifty-six disagreed with
 
the statement, and twenty-six were uncertain.
 
Thirteen students correctly agreed with the statement,
 
reiterating the statement, but not going further. Nine
 
students disagreed and came close to a correct explanation
 
only backwards. These students disagreed on the basis that
 
the energy levels of electrons are greater than protons or
 
neutrons.
 
Other student responses demonstrated severe
 
misunderstandings relative to this topic. Of those agreeing,
 
two claimed neutrons and protons can have positive and
 
negative charges, two said both neutrons and protons have
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positive charge, and two stated that neutrons and protons
 
circle the negatively charged nucleus filled with electrons.
 
These responses are not only incorrect, but fail to address
 
the statement.
 
The remaining disagreeing students could be divided into
 
two categories: those who addressed the topic, but were
 
incorrect, and those who did not address the topic. In the
 
first group seven students thought that neutrons and protons
 
always remain at the same energy level, nine merely explained
 
their contention by saying "no", and five stated that protons
 
do have similar energy levels, but neutrons do not. The
 
second group presented some unusual conceptions. Nine
 
explained the statement by saying that the nucleus is
 
stationary and electrons orbit it, four stated "no, they have
 
different charges," and two reasoned that the different
 
energy levels explain why they repel. Another eleven
 
students disagreed, but left no explanation.
 
Finally, the uncertain students were broken into three
 
categories of response. Twenty said they did not know, four
 
did not remember, and two wrote that they had never been
 
taught this information.
 
Statement 12: A quantum leap is a huge change.
 
in colloquial conversation, especially among sports
 
commentators, quantum leaps have taken on huge proportions.
 
When used in conversation, quantum leaps generally refer to
 
dramatic, immense changes. However, the physics roots refer
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to the smallest allowable transitions between energy levels.
 
Students needed to disregard the colloquial usage and argue
 
against the statement, as shown above, to answer correctly.
 
In this case, sixty-three students agreed with the
 
statement, only fourteen disagreed, and twenty-five were
 
uncertain.
 
Only six students came close to rendering a correct
 
interpretation, stating that it is simply a change in the
 
energy of an electron. All other responses were way off
 
base.
 
Many of the responses made reference to the television
 
show "Quantum Leap", irrespective of whether the students
 
agreed, disagreed, or were uncertain. In the case of those
 
agreeing, eleven argued that since the television show
 
pictured dramatic or huge changes, then quantum leaps must be
 
huge themselves. Six students disagreed, claiming that
 
quantum leaps are fictional and only exist in the television
 
show. Finally, six were uncertain because they had heard of
 
it in the television show, but were unsure of the actual size 
■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ - ■ I 
of the change. Regardless of the reasoning behind the
 
response, an obvious I conclusion for this pattern is that
 
television has a profound influence over the general public's
 
interpretation of trjlith and reality (at least in terms of
 
quantum mechanics). I|
 
In general, students had little comprehension of the
 
actual meaning of the term "quantum". Agreeing Students
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answered, saying; quantum means big (twenty-two), electron
 
changes are big when considering comparative distances
 
(seven), quantum leaps have something to do with time warp
 
(seven), it "sounds" right (six), people are not used to it
 
(two), quantum leaps require a lot of energy (two), and six
 
left no explanation.
 
Those disagreeing for reasoning not already referenced,
 
confused a quantum leap with a leap year, and left no
 
explanation.
 
Uncertain students fell into three categories; do not
 
know, uncertain about electron transition and relative size,
 
and unfamiliar with the term "quantum leap".
 
RESULTS OF VAMP III
 
The interview process added a great deal to this
 
project. In the course of interviewing students the
 
researcher gained insight as to how the statements could be
 
phrased better, and insight as to the origin of many
 
students' misconceptions. Overall, students expressed a lot
 
of uncerta.inty relative to the statements and no one felt
 
confident in their responses.
 
A brief discussion of the results of the interviews for
 
each statement follows. Since the anticipated or desired
 
responses have already been presented, each statement will
 
only contain the responses of the students interviewed.
 
All interviews were conducted by phone. The teachers
 
who cooperated with the researcher in this project stated
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that the students interviewed were, for the most part, among
 
their best. Although one might think that such a sample
 
could skew the results, these students turned out to be a
 
good representation of the priginal subject group.
 
Statement 1; The picture shown below is that of an atom.
 
%
 
\.0
 
Obviously, the phone survey could not do this statement
 
justice. In the course of interviewing the students, the
 
author had to describe the picture as well as possible, ask
 
the students to describe their impression of the picture and
 
then give their opinion.
 
Fifteen out of sixteen commented that electrons do orbit
 
the nucleus like planets around the sun. One, however,
 
commented that he believed that the current model is that of
 
an electron "cloud" surrounding the nucleus.
 
The fifteen who answered that this is the correct model
 
of an atom stated that they had either learned this in
 
chemistry or had always been taught that this is the case
 
(the author surmised that their indoctrination started in the
 
womb.).
 
The one student who thought that the model should look
 
like an electron cloud, said that he had several friends who
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were majoring in physics in college and they had discussed
 
the structure of an atom.
 
Statement 2; The nucleus of an atom is stable when the
 
number of neutrons equals the number of protons for small
 
atoms, but unstable for large atoms.
 
No student interviewed answered this statement
 
correctly. They had difficulty understanding the term
 
stability.
 
Six students stated they were uncertain and had no idea
 
as to the correct response. Ten others stated that they
 
thought they remembered this to be true from chemistry, but
 
were unsure. None of the students were able to arrive at a
 
correct explanation for this statement. In discussions
 
afterward all of the students commented that they were
 
unfamiliar with the cause of nuclear instability.
 
Statement 3; For electrons to have angular momentum,
 
they must spin.
 
Eight students were unfamiliar with the term angular
 
momentum and could not answer the statement on their own.
 
since the statement was designed to elicit incorrect
 
statements from people with a sound understanding of
 
classical mechanics, but little to no understanding of modern
 
physics, then a classical explanation did them no good and
 
they could only agree with the statement.
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The eight who did know what angular momentum was, were
 
only familiar with the classical concept of angular momentum.
 
Thus, they answered that they agreed with the statement.
 
After the desired response was shared with the students,
 
many thought the statement was unfair and that it was a trick
 
statement. They were correct in that the statement
 
deliberately mislead students with only a background in
 
classical physics. Upon reflection, the author agrees that
 
the statement could have been worded better. Something to
 
the effect of "Electron spin causes electron angular
 
momentum."
 
Statement 4; Quantization (discrete elements) only exists
 
in a microscopic world. It is never seen in our world.
 
None of the sixteen students understood the term
 
quantization. Thus, in some regard everyone was uncertain.
 
However, it was possible that the students may have been
 
familiar with the concept without knowing the term.
 
Consequently, the author attempted to explain the term
 
without revealing the desired response (this proved to be
 
difficult). After rendering a basic definition of
 
quantization, five students were still unsure because they
 
still felt uncomfortable with the concept. Six students felt
 
that this phenomenon could only exist on a microscopic level.
 
While'five students stated that they were sure it must exist
 
in the macroscopic world, but could not think of any
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examples. Essentially, no one had a good understanding of the
 
concept.
 
In discussions with the students regarding the ideal
 
correct response, all of the students appeared to start to
 
grasp the idea, but they clearly did not understand it prior
 
to discussion.
 
Statement 5; Absolute zero is the temperature at which all
 
molecular motion ceases.
 
Fourteen out of the sixteen students interviewed
 
indicated that this was a true statement and they learned it
 
in chemistry. One student reluctantly agreed with this
 
statement, saying, "X learned this in chemistry last year.
 
However, I've been learning in physics this year that
 
everything I learned in chemistry last year was incorrect."
 
Two others were uncertain, stating that they were not
 
familiar with the term absolute zero. Neither Of these
 
students had taken chemistry, consequently, they had never
 
dealt with this concept. Four of the students who thought
 
that this was a correct response initially argued that
 
everything would be frozen at that temperature. This might
 
appear to be a grave misconception, in that the students
 
appear to think that solids maintain one temperature.
 
However, when the author probed further, asking, "Do you mean
 
that once something is solid it does not change temperature?"
 
These students abruptly changed their arguments, stating that
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everything would be frozen, because there would be no energy
 
to cause molecular motion.
 
None of the students came close to fielding the correct
 
answer. In the follow-up discussion where the author
 
discussed the correct response to the statement with the
 
students, they lacked a fundamental understanding of the
 
concept of energy levels. Therefore, telling them that
 
molecules merely exist in their ground state at absolute zero
 
rather than ceasing all movement, meant little to them.
 
Statement 61 No two particles can possess the same exact
 
quantum numbers.
 
None of the students understood the term quantum number,
 
consequently, they could not answer the statement.
 
Explaining the term quantum number to the student without
 
influencing their response proved impossible. The author
 
either explained it in a manner that gave the correct answer
 
away or such that it prejudiced the student toward a certain
 
incorrect response.
 
It was surprising to see that the chemistry students had
 
never heard of quantum numbers. One would suspect that
 
quantum numbers would have to arise in discussions of how
 
electrons fill their energy levels. However, only three
 
students recalled something of the term after it had been
 
explained to them.
 
Statement 7; Electrons and protons are the fundamental
 
building blocks of all matter.
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When this statement was read to the students it was
 
modified to read "eiectrdns, neutrons, and protons are the
 
fundamental building blocks of matter." Five students
 
disagreed with this statement referring to particles called
 
quarks. These students were uncertain as to which of the
 
particles quarks made up, but knew more basic particles
 
exist. The agreeing students, however, did not cite school
 
as the place they learned about quarks. Generally, they
 
named recent newspaper articles or college friends as their
 
sources of informatipn.
 
The remaining eleven students agreed with the modified
 
statement. Their reason for agreeing was that they had been
 
taught this in previous classes. Although chemistry was most
 
frequently cited, students were quick to point out that they
 
had been taught that electrons, neutrons, and protons were
 
the smallest particles or "blocks" of matter.
 
Statement 8; All of the following are composite particles:
 
protons, electrons, quarks, neutrons, pions.
 
The initial difficulty with this statement was the term
 
composite. Fortunately, explaining the word composite was
 
easier than the term quantum number. Once the students
 
understood what composite meant, they identified the
 
particles that they thought were not composite.
 
Interestingly only nine of the eleven students who
 
thought electrons, protons, and neutrons are most fundamental
 
"pieces" of matter disagreed with the overall statement, but
 
for the wrong reasons. Obviously, they would disagree,
 
because in their mind these particles are not composite.
 
These students had no idea with regard to the nature of quark
 
and pions. The other two of the eleven in the above group
 
were uncertain, but their intuition led them to believe that
 
it is always possible for something smaller to exist. The
 
author asked them if their reasoning was consistent with
 
their previous statements regarding the fundamental building
 
blocks of matter. Unfortunately, the students got
 
frustrated, stating "Oh, I don't know," and the issue was not
 
pushed further.
 
Three of the remaining five disagreed with the
 
statement, but only identified quarks as non-composite
 
particles. They failed to select electrons as being
 
fundamental and were universally uncertain as to the nature
 
of pions. The last two students selected electrons as well
 
as quarks, but were uncertain as to the nature of pions.
 
These students admitted that they liked physics and intend to
 
study it in college. Consequently, they read up on it
 
whenever they get the chance.
 
Statement 9; Energy is continuous, in other words, there is
 
no smallest amount by which the energy of an object can
 
increase.
 
When presented to the students, the statement was
 
modified to read: "Changes in energy are continuous, in other
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words, there is no smallest amount by which the energy of an
 
object can increase.
 
Initial student response to this statement was vague
 
because they had difficulty trying to understand the intent
 
of the statement. Many students confused the term
 
"continuous" with "conservation." After explaining what
 
continuous meant, the students divided themselves into two
 
equal groups of eight. The eight who reasoned that changes
 
in energy are continuous, stated they could see no reason why
 
this would not be true. One said, "energy is not like
 
matter, there is no substance to it, so why can't it be
 
infinitely small?" None of the eight who reasoned against
 
changes in energy being continuous in nature used the quantum
 
to justify their position. However, all of them stated that
 
they felt that there must be some smallest amount of energy.
 
In general, these students realized that at a microscopic
 
leyel there will be a smallest amount of energy. Although
 
they did not used the term "quantum", they described the
 
"quantum" in their justification of their position.
 
Although these students did recognize the term energy
 
from both their physics and chemistry classes, none of them
 
justified their opinion based on something they had learned
 
in either class. In every case, the students commented that
 
they needed go beyond what they had been taught to answer
 
this statement.
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statement 10; It is possible to know the exact position,
 
velocity and mass of any particle.
 
Thirteen out of sixteen emphatically disagreed with this
 
statement. They wanted to believe this is possible. In the
 
follow-up discussion, one student refused to accept the
 
answer, stating, "I'm sure someone, someday, will find a way
 
to come up with an answer." The other three (3) students
 
agreed with the statement, commenting that exact is too
 
restrictive and all measuring instruments lack perfect
 
precision. One student went as far as to refer to
 
Heisenberg. None of the students explained their opinions on
 
the basis of previous science education, except the student
 
who refused to believe the explanation. In fact, in her
 
initial answer she stated that she knew that she was supposed
 
to disagree, but she had her own belief and responded that
 
way. Of course, she is also a member of the flat earth
 
society.
 
Statement 11; Protons and neutrons have energy levels
 
similar to those of an electron.
 
No Student interviewed answered this statement
 
correctly. Most of them needed the statement interpreted for
 
them, to give them some idea of how to answer this statement.
 
Three students were familiar with the term energy level,
 
while another nine recognized the term after it was explained
 
to them. Three students stated that they did not know
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anything about energy levels in an atom and could not make an
 
informed comment. Eight of the twelve students who
 
responded, that did not think that the energy levels were
 
similar initially, stated that the levels were different
 
because electrons move a greater distance. Even after the
 
statement was clarified to "similar transitions, but not of
 
the same magnitude," these students felt that neutrons and
 
protons did not make transitions similar to electrons.
 
Another interesting misconception came out in discussion
 
after they had been informed of the correct response (that is
 
assuming our current interpretation is correct). Most of the
 
students thought that the electrons would make greater energy
 
level transition since their transitions occurred over larger
 
distances. They neglected the fact that different forces
 
govern the behavior of the nucleus (nuclear forces) and the
 
electron/nucleus system (electromagnetic).
 
Statement 12; A quantum leap is a huge change.
 
Ten out of sixteen students agreed with this statement.
 
Five of these defined quantum as meaning big or large. Six
 
needed the term "quantum" explained to them, and still
 
decided that they did not know enough to comment. When
 
students were referencGd to the television show of the same
 
title, they felt that if the show title were accurate, then
 
quantum leaps must be large. Thanks Hollywood!
 
In the follow-up discussions, after students were told
 
what a quantum was and that a quantum leap would be the
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smallest change possible, the students responded with uniform
 
reply of "Oh, I see now." However, they did not comment much
 
beyond that, so I am not sure that they truly understood the
 
concept of a quantum.
 
DISCUSSION
 
The purpose of this study was not to try to educate the
 
students, but to develop an assessment tool that accurately
 
evaluated their conceptions relative to modern physics and to
 
determine the nature of those conceptionsi
 
Although painstaking, the development of a multi-step
 
assessment tool, did eliminate ambiguity as predicted by
 
Lederman and O'Mailey (1990), and improve Validity as
 
predicted by Ryan and Aikenhead(1992),
 
The numbers from VAMP I gave an impression of what
 
students thought. However, the students only responded by
 
checking agree, disagree, or uncertain. A consequence of
 
this was that no insight was gained as to their true
 
comprehension of the statementi in VAMP I, eight percent to
 
as many as forty percent indicated that they had an accurate
 
understanding of the statements.
 
In VAMP II, students were requested to explain their
 
choice of agree, disagree, or uncertain in writing. VAMP Ii
 
revealed that the number of students who actually understood
 
the concepts behind the statements was much lower. The
 
correctly explained responses ranged from a high of twenty
 
percent in statement 1, to a low of zero percent in
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statements 4, 5, 8, and 12. The results of VAMP II clearly
 
indicate that the number of correct responses,in VAMP I were
 
inflated.
 
The interviews in VAMP III, helped to refine the data
 
collected in VAMP II. The student responses, as far as
 
Correctness was concerned worsened slightly. Correct
 
responses ranged from a high of thirty percent in statement 7
 
to lows of zero percent in statements 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 11,
 
and 12. Despite the author clarifying the intent of each
 
statement, students still performed poorly. Even though VAMP
 
III yielded very poor results in terms of student
 
performance, it gave the author better insight into what the
 
students were thinking and where they got their
 
misconceptions. For the most part, the interviewed students'
 
misconceptions fall into the categories of having never been
 
presented the information or having been given the incorrect
 
infoimiation.
 
Incorrect responses based on intuition or an educated
 
guess are certainly excusable in the context of this subject
 
matter. Most of it is not intuitive and seemingly contrary
 
to many of our daily observations.
 
However, being taught incorrectly is inexcusable, in
 
statements 1, 2, 5, and 7, students justified their incorrect
 
responses on the basis of what they learned in chemistry. If
 
the reality of the phenomenon had been discovered within the
 
last year or so, it would be understandable how a teacher
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might not have incorporated the information into their
 
lessons. The answers to these statements, quite to the
 
contrary, have been resolved for several decades.
 
In defense of chemistry instructors, the students may
 
have misremembered what they had been taught. In
 
conversations with four chemistry instructors from Fontana,
 
Rim of the World, Alta Loma, and Rancho Cucamonga high
 
schools, they all indicated that they teach the information
 
appropriately. Apparently, however, the point must not be
 
getting across. Students must not get the same meaning from
 
the instruction as the teachers intend. Barnes (1986) points
 
out the reasons for this encompass students ignoring what the
 
teacher states, teachers ignoring what students state,
 
teachers insisting that the students recite scientific
 
rhetoric without understanding what they are saying, or some
 
combination of these. Dykstra et al. (1992) go further
 
stating that unless conceptual changes are addressed in
 
instruction, their concept as to how the world operates is
 
left unchanged.
 
Studies have found that students hold deeply entrenched
 
notions of physical concepts that greatly hinder an
 
instructor's ability to get the students to learn physics (di
 
Sessa, 1983; McDermott, 1984; Halloun and Hestenes, 1987).
 
These studies referred to Newtonian concepts, which are
 
relatively concrete in comparison to the concepts of modern
 
physics. Therefore, if students are to grasp the concepts of
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modern physics, it is imperative that instructors provide a
 
platform for generating conceptual comprehension of modern
 
physics concepts for these students and a,ssess their
 
comprehension of the concepts effectively.
 
Another result of this study came from the questioning
 
process itself. The multi-level structure of the assessment
 
tool highlighted the imprecision of questionihg and testing
 
techniques, especially in multiple-choice format tests.
 
Causes of the imprecision included ambiguity or unclear
 
wording of the statements posed (VAMP I and VAMP II), random
 
guessing on the part of the students (VAMp I), and
 
insufficient vocabulary on the part of the students (all
 
sections). Consequently, when teachers pose questions
 
without analyzing student interpretation, they may not be
 
testing the student's comprehension of the concept as much as
 
they are testing the student's ability to decipher the script
 
posed by the instructor.
 
CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS FOR TEACHERS
 
This Study has shown that high school students know
 
little to no modern atomic physics concepts and that test
 
questions need some form of multi-level evaluation to provide
 
an accurate assessment of student knowledge.
 
In order to provide meaningful assessment of student
 
knowledge, teachers need to systematically evaluate their
 
questioning strategies, VAMP style assessment tools provide
 
the means for establishing effective, valid questions.
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student knowledge of m^odern atoinic physics is woefully
 
inadequate. Physics and chemistry teachers need to meet and
 
discuss how to teach the basic principles relating to modern
 
atomic physics and quantum mechanics. As evidenced by the
 
interviewed students responses to statements 1 (the picture
 
of the atom) and 12 (quantum leaps are huge), student
 
misconceptions also arise from sources other than school.
 
Therefore^ once physics and chemistry teachers resolve how to
 
teach these concepts at their level/ then they need to go to
 
the middle and elementary school teachers to get them to
 
teach this material correctly. The earlier we inform
 
students of the true nature of matter and atoms, the less
 
likely it is that they will develop misconceptions based on
 
the images received from the rest of our society.
 
REGOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE STUDY
 
The author suggests that a multiple-choice assessment
 
tool be developed from the student responses in VAMP II and
 
VAMP III, and then be administered to high school students
 
across our nation. Their responses need to be categorized
 
and sorted to determine! how extensive student misconceptions
 
are relative to modern atomic physics concepts.
 
Questionnaires would be distributed to physics and
 
chemistry teachers around the country. Those teachers
 
interesting in participating in this project would have the
 
data would then be distributed to them.
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After analyzing the data, these physics and chemistry
 
teachers would convene locally and then as a national
 
assembly to discuss and develop better methods for presenting
 
this material to students. From there, these teachers could
 
go to middle, elementary, and other high schools to aid
 
science teachers at these levels in addressing these concepts
 
in an appropriate manner.
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APPENDIX A
 
Results of VAMP i
 
The data below list the percentage of students who
 
agreed (A), disagreed (B), or were uncertain (C). In
 
addition, the correct responses are given following the
 
distribution of student responses.
 
1. 	 At baseball games, everyone sings "Take Me Out to the
 
Ball Game" together.
 
A = 41% B = 53% C = 6%, B is correct
 
2. 	 Lightning bolts striking the two ends of a train at the
 
same time will appear simultaneous to an observer midway
 
between the ends of a moving train.
 
A= 50% B= 18% C= 32%, B is correct
 
3. 	 If you run away from a clock at the speed of light as it
 
strikes 3:00, you would never see the hands move, since
 
the light from 3:01 would never reach you.
 
A = 84% B = 7% C = 9%, B is correct
 
4. 	 Can you drive fast enough to cause a red light to look
 
green?
 
A = 22% B = 56% C = 22%, A is correct
 
5. 	 A .001 kg ball traveling 200,000,000 m/s and a 1000 kg
 
ball traveling 2000 m/s collide and stick to a wall.
 
The larger ball will cause more damage because of its
 
size.
 
A =29% B - 65% C = 6%, B is correct
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6. 	 0.003 grams of matter are "converted" to energy in a
 
chain of nuclear reactions. This is more than the
 
amount of energy consumed by a 100 w light bulb over the
 
course of a year.
 
A = 48% B = 12% C = 40%, A is correct
 
7. 	 An observer on earth "sees" someone traveling by at
 
nearly the speed of light as being more massive than
 
what they would be at rest.
 
A = 48% B = 23% C = 26%, A is correct
 
8. 	 Photons (light particles) are massless, but they still
 
can have momentum (which is mass times velocity).
 
A = 42% B = 42% C = 16%, A is correct
 
9. 	 A laser beam directed across a room travels in a
 
perfectly straight line.
 
A =73% B = 23% C = 4%, B is correct
 
10. 	It is impossible to distinguish between being in a
 
closed laboratory with no windows on earth and in an
 
identical one accelerating at 9.8 m/s^ in space.
 
A = 42% B - 34% C = 24%, A is correct
 
11. 	since light travels as a wave, it must have some
 
material to travel along.
 
A = 28% B = 61% C = 11%, B is correct
 
12. 	When an electron and positron collide, they destroy each
 
other leaving nothing behind.
 
A = 8% B = 58% C = 34%, B is correct
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13. 	Your pupils and black velvet appear black for
 
essentially the same reason.
 
A = 60% B = 22% C = 18%> A is correct
 
14. 	When nuclear explosions take place high in the
 
atmosphere, an electromagnetic pulse is generated that
 
can knock out electrical circuits on the surface.
 
A =52% B = 8% C = 40%, A is correct
 
15. 	Unless they are specially designed satellites will get
 
an electric change that results from the light of the
 
sun.
 
A - 25% B = 30% C = 45%, A is correct
 
16. 	Radioactive decay allows us to determine the effective
 
age of the earth.
 
A = 85% B = 9% C = 6%, A is correct
 
17. 	The original source for the helium in balloons are tanks
 
of helium.
 
A =11% B = 85% C = 4%, B is correct
 
18. 	Alpha and beta particles generated by radioactive decay
 
in a nucleus. Alpha particles have a distinct energy
 
while beta particles have a range of energies.
 
A =48% B = 19% C = 33%, A is correct
 
19. 	If a nuclear bomb contains less than the critical mass
 
of Plutonium needed to produce a nuclear chain reactipn,
 
it is impossible to create a nuclear explosion.
 
A = 49% B = 34% C = 17%, B is correct
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20. 	A material left undisturbed in a room will eventually
 
reach room temperature.
 
A = 67% B = 28% C = 5%, B is correct
 
21. 	The picture shown below is that Of an atom.
 
A =82% B =14% C =4%, B is correct
 
22. 	The nucleus of an atom is stable when the number of
 
neutrons equals the number of protons for small atoms,
 
but unstable for large atoms.
 
A = 15% B =70% C = 15%, A is correct
 
23. 	Electrons in circular orbits do not radiate (give off)
 
enetgy.
 
A =11% B =65% C = 24%, B is correct
 
24. 	For electrons to have angular momentum, they must spin.
 
A =52% B = 13% C =35%, B is correct
 
25. 	Quantization (discrete elements) only exists in a
 
microscopic world. It is never seen in our world.
 
A =44% B = 26% C - 30%, B is correct
 
26. 	Absolute zero is the temperature at which all molecular
 
motion ceases.
 
A = 64% B = 20% C =16%, B is correct
 
27. 	No two particles can possess the same exact quantum
 
numbers.
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A = 50% B = 21% C =29%, B is correct
 
28. 	Metals are opaque and good conductors, while many
 
electrical insiulators are transparent.
 
A = 40% B = 29% C = 31%, A is correct
 
29. 	Blue light emitting diodes (LEDs) are harder to make and
 
more costly than red LEDs.
 
A = 39% B = 17% C = 44%, A is correct
 
30. 	Good conductors make great superconductors.
 
A = 15% B = 63% C =22%, B is correct
 
31. 	Electrons and protons are the fundamental building
 
blocks of all matter.
 
A =71% B = 23% C = 6%, B is correct
 
32. 	All barybns are composed of three quarks while mesons
 
only have two.
 
A = 16% B = 11% C = 73%, A is correct
 
33. 	All of the following are composite particles: protons,
 
electrons, quarks, neutrons, pions.
 
A = 50% B =23% G = 27%, B is correct
 
34. 	A quantum leap is a huge jump.
 
A = 50% B = 18% C = 32%, B is correct
 
35. 	Particles that are antimatter actually have negative
 
mass.
 
A = 	19% B =52% C = 29%, B is correct
 
36. 	Energy is continuous, in other words, there is no
 
smallest amount by which the energy of an object can
 
increase.
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A =41% B = 37% C - 22%, B is correct
 
37. 	A beam of electrons shot through a small hole will hit a
 
target in a pattern like the one shown below.
 
A = 37% B = 24% C = 39%, A is correct
 
38. 	It is possible to identify different elements by the
 
colors of the light given off and absorbed by that
 
element.
 
A = 74% B = 6% C = 20%, A is correct
 
39. 	It is possible to know the exact position, velocity and
 
mass of any particle.
 
A = 52% B = 30% C = 18%, B is correct
 
40. 	Protons and neutrons have energy levels similar to those
 
of an 	electron.
 
A = 21% B = 63% C = 16%, A is correct
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APPENDIX B
 
Results of VAMP II
 
Listed below is a suiranary of the student responses
 
received for each question. The phrases shown within each
 
category represent a common theme among groups of students
 
and the number following the phrase indicates the quantity of
 
students who responded in this manner.
 
1. The picture shown below is that of an atom.
 
□ UNCERTAIN□AGREE □ DISAGREE 
I' 
AGREE; 
An atom is a nucleus with electrons orbits around it. 49 
The students had seen the picture elsewhere. 8 
The students been taught this model in a science class. 2 
DISAGREE: 
The current model has an electron cloud. 20 
The picture does not show orbitals. 4 
Electrons do not travel in a fixed path. 2 
UNCERTAIN: 
Do not know the correct model. 6 
Have not been taught what an atom looks like 6 
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 2. 	 The nucleus of an atom is stable when the number of
 
neutrons equals the number of protons for small atoms,
 
but unstable for large atoms.
 
I I AGREE Q DISAGREE Q UNCERTAIN
 
AGREE:
 
Stability depends on the neutron to proton ratio. 3
 
That sounds right, but the students did not know why. 2
 
Blank 	 3
 
DISAGREE:
 
Stability depends on having an equal number of
 
protons and electrons. 11
 
The number of neutrons does not affect nuclear
 
stability. 7
 
Size does not affect stability. 15
 
The number of neutrons must equal the number of
 
protons for nuclear stability. 10
 
Nuclei are stable unless artificially produced. 3
 
Blank 	 2
 
UNCERTAIN:
 
Do not know 	 33
 
Do not know how the ratio between neutrons and
 
protons affect nuclear stability 3
 
Have never bedh taught about nuclear stability 5
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3. For electrons to have angular momentum, they must spin.
 
DISAGREE Q UNCERTAIN
AGREE
 
AGREE:
 
It (no clarification) is caused by centripetal force. 4
 
Electrons spinning about the nucleus creates
 
angular momentum. 20
 
That is how electrons get their up and down spin. 2
 
Since they have energy, they must spin. 2
 
Anything that spins has angular momentum. 7
 
Blank 4
 
DISAGREE:
 
Electron spin and angular momentum have nothing
 
to do with each other. 4
 
Electrons move in different directions, therefore
 
they do not have to spin. 2
 
Electrons must move, but they do not have to spin. 2
 
Angular momentum implies circular motion, and
 
electrons do not move in a circular path. 2
 
UNCERTAIN:
 
Do not know. 22
 
Do not know the term angular momentum. 18
 
Do not remember the relationship between angular
 
momentum and electron spin. 4
 
Have never been taught about these concepts 9
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4. 	 Quantization (discrete elements) only exists in a
 
microscopic world. It is never seen in our world.
 
□AGREE □ DISAGREE □ UNCERTAIN 
AGREE: 
Discrete changes are always small. 	 10 
It Seems right, but the student did not know why. 6 
Blank 	 6 
DISAGREE: 
Confused description of "discrete elements" with 
periodic table elements. 18 
Everything can be seen by our current technology 
(did not understand microscopic). 6 
Discrete steps exist in both worlds. 8 
The microscopic world exists in our world we just 
cannot see it. 	 4 
Blank 	 4 
UNCERTAIN: 
Do not know 16 
Unfamiliar with the term quantization 14 
Have never been taught about quantization 6 
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5. 	 Absolute zero is the temperature at which all molecular
 
motion ceases.
 
□ UNCERTAIN□AGREE 1^ DISAGREE 
AGREE: 
Since material occupies zero volume at OK, then 
all motion must stop. 6 
Heat equates to the motion of molecules, therefore, 
if there is no heat, then there is no motion. 24 
If the temperature is zero, then no motion exists and 
everything is frozen. Consequently, nothing can move, 
because nothing moves in a solid. 9 
Blank 11 
DISAGREE: 
The molecules slow down to a very slow speed. 17 
(motion always exists)—one said "except in a vacuum" 
Everything freezes at different temperatures. 9 
Molecular motion continues even at temperatures 
below absolute zero. 2 
This 	is only true for the Kelvin scale. 2 
Blank 	 2 
UNCERTAIN: 
Do not know 	 17 
Temperature is not related to motion 	 2 
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6. No two particles can possess the same exact quantum 
numbers. 
□agree □ DISAGREE □ UNCERTAIN 
AGREE: 
No two particles can have the same 
characteristics. 
quantum 
11 
Quantum numbers make atoms, which are the smallest 
particles of matter. 
Blank 
2 
5 
DISAGREE: 
Answered, but did not answer the question. 
It is possible to have two of the same particles 
(i.e. elements). 
If particles have equal energies, then the quantum 
number must be the same. 
9 
15 
4 
Given the huge number of particles in the universe, 
two must have same the same quantum numbers. 
Blank 
2 
2 
UNCERTAIN: 
DO not know 18 
Unfamiliar with the term quantum number. 
Have never been taught about quantum numbers. 
Do not remember the term quantum number. 
24 
5 
4 
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7. Electrons and protons are the fundaiottental building 
blocks of all matter. 
□AGREE DISAGREE □ UNCERTAIN 
AGREE: 
Electrons and protons make atoms and atoms make 
all matter. 31 
Yes, if neutrons are included. 6 
Yes, the student learned this in chemistry. 2 
. Blank' - ■ ■ ■ ■ 23. 
DISAGREE! 
Smaller particles are needed to make an atom 2 
Atoms are the building blocks of all matter 13 
Quarks and fermions are the building blocks 
of all matter 6 
Blank 4 
UNCERTAIN: 
Do not understand the term "fundamental" 8 
Do not remember what builds matter 2 
Unsure whether electron and protons are the only 
particles from which matter is made. 2 
Do not know 2 
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8, 	 All of the following are composite particles: protons,
 
electrons, quarks, neutrons, pions.
 
□agree □ DISAGREE □ UNCERTAIN 
AGREE: 
All of these make Other particles. 9 
Smaller particles exist that make up all of 
these particles. 8 
The student learned this in chemistry. 2 
Blank 13 
DISAGREE: 
Protons and neutrons are, but the others are not. 6 
Pions do not make atoms. 4 
Quarks and pions are not, but the others are. 6 
Pions are not composite particles. 2 
Nothing makes up a proton, electron, or neutron. 4 
Blank 4 
UNCERTAIN: 
Do not know 9 
Unfamiliar with the particles called quarks and pions. 15 
Unfamiliar with the term composite. 16 
Have never been taught about atomic structure. 2 
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9. Energy is continuous, in other words, there is no 
smallest amount by which the energy of an object can 
increase. 
|~~| AGREE I I DISAGREE | | UNCERTAIN 
AGREE: 
Energy can always increase by any amounts-there is 
no smallest amount. 28 
Energy consists of kinetic and potential. It can 
be transferred, but it never changes. 14 
Blank 10 
DISAGREE: 
There are smallest levels of energy called quanta 2 
Energy can decrease, too. 6 
Energy cannot increase infinitely 6 
Energy can "nonexist" 4 
Blank 6 
UNCERTAIN: 
Do not know 4 
Do not understand question 14 
Have never taught been taught about this. 6 
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10. It is possible to know the exact position, velocity and
 
mass of any particle.
 
□AGREE □ DISAGREE □ UNCERTAIN 
AGREE: 
Given enough information, then you can calculate it. 32 
You can, but only at absolute zero 2 
You can determine these things by number of electrons. 2 
It is possible, if your measurements are very accurate. 4 
DISAGREE: 
Electrons move too fast to determine these quantities. 2 
It is impossible to determine the size of the forces 
acting on the object. 2 
As soon as you determine these things, the object 
moves, making your measurements invalid. 14 
Atoms are too small to be observed. 4 
One cannot measure the mass of a stationary objects 2 
Observation changes either the momentum or 
position of any object. 5 
Perfection is impossible. 7 
Too many particles exist to measure them. 2 
Position, velocity, and mass are relative. 2 
Blank 2 
UNCERTAIN: 
Do not know 21 
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11. Protons and neutrons have energy levels similar to those
 
of an electron.
 
UNCERTAIN□AGREE □ DISAGREE 
AGREE: 
Neutrons and protons do have similar types of 
energy levels. 13 
Neutrons and protons can have positive and 
negative charges. 2 
Neutrons and protons circle the negatively charged 
nucleus filled with electrons. 2 
Both neutrons and protons have positive charge. 2 
DISAGREE: 
Neutrons and protons do not change energy levels. 7 
Electrons energy levels are larger. 9 
No, but otherwise blank. 9 
The nucleus is stationary and electrons orbit it. 9 
Protons do, but neutrons do not. 5 
This explains why they repel—students did not clarify. 2 
No, they have different charges. 4 
Blank 11 
UNCERTAIN: 
Do not know 20 
Do not remember 4 
Never taught 2 
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12. A quantum leap is a huge change.
 
AGREE DISAGREE □ UNC.ERTAIN 
AGREE: 
Electron changes are big (comparative distance) 7 
It sbunds right, butIdo not know why. 6 
Quhntum leaps were large on the televj,sionj sh<^. 11 
It has something to do with time warp. 7 
People are not used to it. 2 
Quantum means big. 22 
Quantum leaps require a lot of energy. 2 
Blank; 6 
■ ^DISAGREE:, V; -
It is only a TV show, it has nothing to do with 
4 
It is simply a change in the energy of ah electron. 6 
Confused with leap years with 2 
Blank 'A. 
UNCERTAIN: 
DO not know 4 
Uncertain about electron changes and relative size. A 
Not familiar with the term quantum leap. 13 
Heard of quantuni leaps;from television shcfw, 
but do not know what they are. 
63 
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